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Behjat Sadr, Untitled, 1974, oil on paper pasted on hardboard, 92×140cm, courtesy col -

lection Mitra Hananeh-Goberville

Ab/Anbar announces Behjat Sadr: Trace through the Black , a comprehensive solo

exhibition spanning over four decades of the renowned Iranian modernist

painter's oeuvre, which will take place at both Ab/Anbar and Aria galleries.

Behjat Sadr: Trace through the Black  explores her artistic and intellectual

heritage, with archival material alongside, and presenting a rare selection of

masterpieces from her early debate with “abstraction informelle” in the 1950s,

to her experimentations around organic forms, trace making and hallucinatory

networks of lines throughout the 1960s and 1970s, up until her “collage” years

throughout the (inner) exile and the irrepressible return to her world of fu -

turistic nostalgia.



Sadr is regarded as one of Iran's most influential and radical Modern paint -

ers, due to her abstract paintings of paradoxical traces that blend luxuriant

nature with the sharp-edged industrial. Sadr developed this signatory language

in the 1950's, bringing together European Modernism and a modernity in Iran.

Her paintings obsessively try to overcome the boundaries separating the ab -

stract and the figurative, resulting in explorations of material and texture .

A pioneer of the visual arts in Iran, she was one of the first women artists

and professors to appear on the international biennales scene in the early

1960s. Sadr offers the singular testimony of a nascent cosmopolitan modernity

that emerged in Tehran, Rome and Paris, in cities where she studied and exhib -

ited, embodying an extraordinary fusion of work and life. 

Accidental mark-making, random effects and gestural dimensions were all incor -

porated throughout her life's work, with an emphasis on the recurring  'tree

trunk' as prominent theme symbolising the ways in which nature is being trans -

formed by industry. For Sadr, creating shapes and colours, arranging them and

seeing how a misalignment and an accident, can transform an expected thing

into a wonderful surprise. A playful approach always adhered to in her quest

for revealing and concealing light, shadow and seeing things develop before

her eyes, under the palette knife, to observing colours react, eventually un -

derstanding that this was an echo of her memories of the past, akin to a

dance, an incantation or music.

The influence and legacy of Behjat Sadr as artist, teacher and pioneer of

women's art in Iran and internationally, is a result of her commitment to in -

troducing new ideas to painting through her impressionist-gestural approaches.

An approach which led to creating canvases with serene or violent marks on

surfaces that allowed for an exploration between the artist's body and its

movement around the surrounding floor space. This performative approach to

painting was one she described as 'an uncontrollable urge to put her canvases

on the floor allowing for the making of larger moves, and offering a greater

control over gestures'.1 

An extended edition in Farsi of the publication  Behjat Sadr: Traces (Zamân

Books) will be available for sale during the opening of the exhibition.

For image requests, interviews and more information about Ab/Anbar: 

press@ab-anbar.com

1. Montazami M, Sadeg N, 'Conversations with Behjat Sadr, followed by an anti-conversa-
tion with Narmine Sadeg' in Behdjat Sadr: Traces Paris: Zamân; 2014. p. 206
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***ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR JOURNALISTS***

Behjat Sadr (1924-2009)

After studying at the faculty of fine arts at the University of Tehran, Behjat Sadr

went to Rome, where she graduated toward abstract painting and informal art. Leaving

frames and traditional colours behind, she used synthetic industrial paints that she

ran on supports placed on the ground. When she returned to Iran at the end of the

1950s, her experiments with subject and gesture were quickly noticed by Pierre Restany

and, later, Michel Ragon. In the 1980s, when she split her time between Paris and

Tehran, she notably produced photomontages in an unusual style reminiscent of her

painting. Her works have been exhibited in many institutions in France and abroad:

Galleria La Bussola, Rome (1958); Venice Biennale (1956, 1962); musée d’Art moderne de

la Ville de Paris (1963); Grey Foundation, Saint Paul, Minnesota (1971); Musées royaux

des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Brussels (1972); Centre d’art Le Noroît,  Arras (1985);

Grey Art Gallery, New York (2010); Asia Society, New York (2013- 2014); Musée d’art

modern de la ville de Paris / MAXXI Rome (2014-2015). In 2004, the Tehran Museum of

Contemporary Art devoted a large retrospective to her, as part of the series of exhibi -

tions devoted to pioneers of modern art in Iran.
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About Ab/Anbar

Established in 2014,Ab/Anbar began in response to a need for the professional develop -

ment of artists and facilitating exchanges between art professionals in Tehran and

globally. Our ethos is to stay borderless through a public programme that responds to

our locality, alongside ever change global situation that we currently find ourselves

in. We create a dialogue with our audience, stimulate artistic practice by producing

and presenting challenging works, whilst simultaneously creating ways for our audience

to engage with art on an international platform. Forthcoming exhibitions include a solo

exhibition by Sanaz Mazini and a group exhibitions of Iranian and the group exhibition

Mass individualism which explores artists practice operating at the intersections of

art and architecture, through the works of Siah Armajani, Y.Z.Kami, Shirazeh Houshyari,

Babak Golkar, Avish Khebrezadeh, Shahab Fotouhi and Newsha Tavakolian.

Visitor information:

Ab/Anbar Gallery

Hours:  12-8pm, Sunday to Friday

http://www.zaman-paper.com/

